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Micro motion estimation has important applications in
various fields such as microfluidic particle detection and
biomedical cell imaging. Conventional methods analyze the
motion from intensity images captured using frame-based
imaging sensors such as the complementary metal–oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) and the charge-coupled device
(CCD). Recently, event-based sensors have evolved with the
special capability to record asynchronous light changes with
high dynamic range, high temporal resolution, low latency,
and no motion blur. In this Letter, we explore the potential
of using the event sensor to estimate the micro motion based
on the laser speckle correlation technique. © 2021 Optical
Society of America

https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.430419

When an object with optically rough surface is illuminated by a
coherent light source, the multi-path reflections of the coherent
light generate a statistically random noise-like pattern named
speckle [1,2]. The speckle phenomenon has been utilized in
many applications such as motion sensing [3,4], blood vessels
visualization [5,6], and deformation measurement [7]. Owing
to the high spatial frequency of speckle patterns and “memory-
effect” for speckle correlations [8], small motion of the object
causes large shift of the corresponding speckle patterns. It has
been shown that very high sensitivity and accuracy can be
achieved in estimating the object motions via speckle correlation
techniques. In [9,10], the speckle correlation was applied to
capture hidden objects behind the scattering layers and around
corners. In [11], compound motions of multiple objects were
recovered in both lateral and axis directions using a bare sensor.
Moreover, digital image correlation (DIC) has been put forward
as an effective tool for the displacement measurement of the
structure surface in the field of experimental mechanics [12].

The frequently used imaging sensors to capture the speckle
patterns are frame-based sensors such as the complementary
metal–oxide semiconductor (CMOS) and the charge-coupled
device (CCD), which produce a frame of the whole field-of-view
with each pixel having the same exposure time. However, such
frame-based representation is very inefficient and redundant
especially in motion estimation tasks where we are only inter-
ested in the pixels of the moving edges. Inspired from biological
retinas, neuromorphic event-based sensors only respond to
brightness changes as ON and OFF events, which are very
sparse since they only occur at object edges. In an event-based

sensor, each pixel responds asynchronously and independently
at exactly the time of brightness changes occurring at very high
temporal resolution of microseconds [13]. The comparison
of the frame-based sensor and event-based sensor is shown in
Fig. 1. Only the pixels of moving edges are recorded; hence, the
temporal redundancies are removed. The event-based sensor has
been applied in depth estimation [14,15], gesture recognition
[16], and 3D mapping [17], to mention a few.

In this work, we propose to estimate the micro motion
using speckle correlation techniques with the event sensor.
Experimental results show that the asynchronous event-based
representation is a new optimal solution for motion estimation
especially for high-speed applications.

Considering an object with optically rough surface is illumi-
nated by a coherent light source, the intensity of the speckle pat-
tern on the sensor array can be represented as

I=O ∗ P, (1)

where I stands for the captured intensity image, O denotes
pattern of the object, P represents the point spread function
(PSF) of the imaging system, and * is the convolution opera-
tion. Assuming the object is in continuous shift and we capture
successive speckle patterns of the moving object with the sensor
plane parallel to the moving direction, an important conclu-
sion is that as long as the movement distance 1x is within the
memory-effect range [8,18,19], the two speckle patterns are
almost identical with only local displacement, as shown in
Fig. 2. The PSF of the imaging system can be regarded as shift-
invariant, and the cross correlation between the two successive
speckle patterns I1 and I2 can be written as

Fig. 1. Horizontally shifting sample with capital letter “E” pho-
tographed by two different types of sensors. (a) The CMOS sensor
clearly captures the whole scene including the moving object and the
static background. (b) The event sensor only records the object edges
with brightness changes and, hence, has sparse output. Red pixels
represent ON events, and blue pixels represent OFF events.
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Fig. 2. Intensity-based laser speckle correlation. (a) Speckle pattern
of the object at the initial position. (b) Speckle pattern of the object
after a small translation. (c) Auto-correlation result of the initial
speckle pattern. (d) Cross correlation result of the two speckle patterns.
(e) Numerical results of the horizontal line across the peak.

I1 ? I2 = (O1 ∗ P) ? (O2 ∗ P)= (O1 ?O2) ∗ (P ? P)
= (O1 ?O2)+C , (2)

where ? stands for the cross correlation operation and C is a
constant term. As the auto-correlation of the speckles is a delta
function with a sharp peak [10,20] [Fig. 2(c)], from Eq. (2), the
cross-function between I1 and I2 will be a shifted delta function
[Fig. 2(d)]. We plotted the correlation map across the peak point
along the x axis of both auto-correlation and cross correlation
in Fig. 2(e) to present the shape of peak. And the displacement
between the object patterns O1 and O2 can be obtained by
calculating the differences of peak locations.

At the contrary of a conventional imaging sensor that mea-
sures the absolute intensities, the event sensor is driven only
by brightness changes rather than measuring the absolute
intensities. On one hand, only the pixels of moving edges are
recorded, and the temporal redundancies are removed; on the
other hand, the output does not have the intensity information
of the scene, which requires new processing methods to be
designed. In [21], a local plane fitting method was proposed
to obtain the optical flow by combining the events and times-
tamps into 3D space. In [22], the frame-based Lucas–Kanade
(LK) algorithm was applied to event sensor, and they solved the
brightness-constancy constraint by integrating 2D histograms

Fig. 3. Schematic of the experiment setup.

of events. In [23], a frame-based algorithm was proposed to
simultaneously estimate the optical flow and reconstruct the
intensity images from events. The output of the event sensor
contains 4D information as (x , y , t, p), where (x , y ) repre-
sents the pixel location, t is the asynchronous trigger time, and
p ∈ {ON,OFF} stands for the binary polarity.

Each pixel on the event sensor is monitored asynchronously,
and an event e k = (xk, yk, tk, pk) will be generated when the
brightness change reaches the threshold T,

B(xk, yk, tk)− B(xk, yk, tk − τ)= pk T, (3)

where B(xk, yk, tk) represents the continuous brightness of
pixel (xk, yk) at time tk and τ is the time interval. A 2D image
can be reconstructed by accumulating the event polarities over a
certain time duration1t ,

=

∑
tk∈1t

pk Tδ(x − xk, y − yk), (4)

where δ stands for Kronecker delta function and χ(x , y ) rep-
resents the reconstructed image, which is also known as the
brightness increment image (BII) [24,25]. Through calculating
the cross correlation between two reconstructed BIIs, micro
motion can, thus, be estimated using the event sensor.

The schematic diagram of our experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 3. The 50 mW 532 nm laser source (CivilLaser) was
positioned 50 cm from the object and a 10× beam expander
(BE10M-A, Thorlabs) was used to expand the laser beam. The
event sensor (CeleX5, CelePixel) has a 1280× 800 resolution,
and the pixel size is 9.8 µm. The reflected light was collected
using a 40×microlens (Nikon), and the sensor was positioned
40 cm to the object. The object is a toy brick and controlled
using a linear translation stage (WN262TA20, Winner Optics).

In the experiment, we first shift the object in uniform motion
of 0.25 mm/s along the x axis. The experiment results are shown
in Fig. 4. The captured speckles are reconstructed in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b) by accumulating the pixel-wise event polarities over
10 ms and with a time interval of 50 ms. Compared with the
intensity images shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), due to the event
sensor only recording light changes that are triggered by the
speckle edges, the output is very sparse and has high contrast.
The auto-correlation of Fig. 4(a) and the cross correlation
between Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) are shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d),
respectively. It is shown that the event sensor could indicate the
object motion, and taking advantages of its sparse output and
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Fig. 4. Event-based laser speckle correlation. (a) Speckle pattern
of the object at the initial position. (b) Speckle pattern of the object
after a small translation. (c) Auto-correlation result of the initial
speckle pattern. (d) Cross correlation result of the two speckle patterns.
(e) Numerical results of the horizontal line across the peak.

high contrast, the correlation results of the event sensor have a
very narrow curve, as shown in Fig. 4(e).

In order to demonstrate the validity of our proposed
approach, the experimental results are compared with a com-
mercial off-the-shelf CMOS sensor (HD310, Logitech) with
960× 720 resolution and 5 µm pixel size in identical exper-
imental setup. We captured the scene every 50 ms to keep
consistent with the interval time of the event sensor. Also,
only central 960× 720 pixels of the event senor are used in
the numerical evaluation to keep the same spatial resolution
between different sensors. We present five successive numerical
results in the left side of Table 1. Due to the pixel size of the event
sensor being 9.8 µm, which is about twice that of the CMOS
sensor, a double relationship occurs in the measurement results.
We can see that in the scenario with speed= 0.25 mm/s, both
the CMOS sensor and the event sensor estimate the object
motion with smooth results. The small variance among suc-
cessive measurements is partly due to image noise and stage
movement error. Also, the speckle correlation method essen-
tially calculates the difference of pixels, which will only get an
integer result, resulting in the inevitable variance as the actual
displacement is not necessarily an integer.

Table 1. Comparison of the Displacement
Measurement Using Different Sensors

a
,
b

Speed = 0.25 mm/s Speed = 1.5 mm/s

Measurement CS ES CS ES

1 32 16 155 86
2 32 16 173 87
3 33 15 167 84
4 30 16 155 86
5 31 17 164 85

aCS, CMOS sensor.
bES, event sensor.

We also test the scenario with object moving in fast motion in
order to compare the performance in high-speed applications.
The speed is set to be 1.5 mm/s, and other settings remain the
same. The experimental results of the CMOS sensor and the
event sensor are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. In the high-
speed scenario, as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), the fast moving
object causes severe motion blur on the CMOS sensor. The
curve of the correlation map in Fig. 5(e) is much flatter, resulting
in the unreliable correlation results. The numerical results in
the right side of Table 1 also demonstrate the unstable results

Fig. 5. Intensity-based laser speckle correlation in high-speed
scenario. (a) Speckle pattern of the object at the initial position.
(b) Speckle pattern of the object after a small translation. (c) Auto-
correlation result of the initial speckle pattern. (d) Cross correlation
result of the two speckle patterns. (e) Numerical results of the
horizontal line across the peak.
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Fig. 6. Event-based laser speckle correlation in high-speed scenario.
(a) Speckle pattern of the object at the initial position. (b) Speckle
pattern of the object after a small translation. (c) Auto-correlation
result of the initial speckle pattern. (d) Cross correlation result of the
two speckle patterns. (e) Numerical results of the horizontal line across
the peak.

from the CMOS sensor. In comparison, due to the event sensor
recording the information at a very high temporal resolution
without motion blur, the results in Fig. 6(e) have significantly
sharper peak, and the numerical results have smaller variance,
which proves the robustness of applying the event sensor.

In summary, we present an event-based laser speckle corre-
lation technique for micro motion detection. Experimental
results show the feasibility of our proposed method in both a
normal scenario and a high-speed scenario. Taking advantages
of its low latency, high temporal resolution, sparse output, and
no motion blur, the event sensor is promising for high-speed
applications.
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